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3 0t engine reliability audi reddit - i ll be the outlier here i had the engine on my b8 s4 replaced under factory warranty at
40k miles there was deep scoring on 4 out of 6 cylinder linings which led to heavy oil consumption about 1 quart 700 800
miles bill which audi took care of entirely came in at 23k 14k for a new block and 9k for labor, audi 3 0l tfsi supercharged
dohc v 6 wardsauto - for the third year in a row audi s tfsi supercharged 3 0l v 6 has answered that question and continues
to impress with stunning power refinement and efficiency, audi 3 0 supercharged engine problems downloaddescargar
com - review 2009 audi a6 30t suits highspeed cruising to a t or is review 2009 audi a6 30t suits highspeed cruising to a t or
is that an s mon issues with 30t supercharged tfsi audi engines articles about the author 20122017 audi a7 used vehicle
review used vehicle review audi a7 20122017 2016 audi a6 reliability consumer reports audi a6 change vehicle 20122017
audi a7 used vehicle review, common issues with 3 0t supercharged tfsi audi engines - oil consumption in these
engines isn t as big of an issue as it has been with the first generation 2 0t tsi engines but it s still a concern that s been
addressed by audi early first generation 3 0t engines produced before mid 2012 had a higher pressure regulation valve for
the oil separator, 2016 audi a6 3 0t prestige cars trucks by dealer - our one owner 2016 audi a6 3 0t prestige quattro
looks fantastic in daytona gray pearl effect powered by a supercharged 3 0 liter v6 that generates 333hp which is coupled to
a responsive 8 speed automatic transmission with audi drive select, 2016 audi a6 3 0t review notes why look elsewhere
get - the audi a6 combines elegant design innovative technologies ample space and impressive power bigger changes are
under the hood with more power in the gas engines in this example the 3 0, audi tfsi engines suffering deadly problems audi tfsi engines suffering deadly problems by ollie published april 8 2015 updated june 20 2016 if you re considering a new
vw or audi with 2 0 litre tfsi engine then you may want to think twice before signing on the dotted line i ve driven quite a few
vws and audis with their groundbreaking tfsi unit and have been suitably, how reliable are audi osv - audi are synonymous
with luxury and prestige a common sight on british roads audi are a popular brand for personal and business use alike but
there is one thing that has plagued audi for a while and that s the question of its reliability, volkswagen audi 3 0 v6 tdi
engine specs problems - the 3 0l v6 tdi engine was developed by audi a member of the volkswagen group and introduced
in 2004 as the new engine in the audi d3 a8 the 3 0 tdi engine aroused admiration from journalists and clients who drew
attention to fantastic dynamic characteristics the new engine was installed later in volkswagen premium models such as the
volkswagen phaeton and touareg, who s more reliable bmw audi or mercedes benz - under six years all of the cars are
relatively similar in terms of cost and reliability this is because the cars are pretty new and typically have less than 100 000
miles on them so not much, 3 audi 10 most reliable car brands consumer reports - audi once described by consumer
reports as a sinkhole of service problems is now the top ranked european brand in the magazine s annual reliability rankings
audi which is one of several, 2 0t engine the tfsi in audi vw karmakanix com - one short series of engines may turn up
with a huge oil consumption issue caused by extreme piston wear karmakanix knowledgebase information about the pistons
that wear out suddenly 2 0t carbon cleaning and diagnosis should your engine use oil and carbon up until it runs wrong this
is the procedure we use to diagnose and decarbonize your motor, audi reliability 2019 ratings repairpal - the audi
reliability rating is 3 0 out of 5 0 which ranks it 29th out of 32 for all car brands this rating is based on an average across 345
unique models the average annual repair cost for a audi is 1 011 which means it has average ownership costs, audi 2 0t tsi
engine common problems shopdap com - the 2 0t tsi engine is found in almost all of audi s line up since 2009 present
there have been several variations of this engine used in the vw and audi line up over the years and each generation has
their own quirks along with pros and cons
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